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CAPABILITIES STATEMENT

Weatherford Group, Inc. is a Service-Disabled Veteran-Owned Small Businesses
(SDVOSB) based in Florida. Our background and experience includes both Military
and Law Enforcement. We have an extensive amount of Special Operations
experience, as well as experience in Special Operations Aviation; providing mission
planning, project management, budget estimate and control, project control and
execution, high level Department of Defense and Department of State liaison and
logistical control.
We specialize in training and support for U.S. and International clients. Weatherford Group primarily
utilizes Special Operations Forces (SOF) while also having access to former US Government employees
from multiple U.S. Federal Government Agencies including the CIA, DIA, FBI, DEA, ATF, TSA, DOS,
and others. Weatherford Group understands our client support requirements can be altered by
environmental, political, cultural, and financial circumstances and our goal is to provide alternatives that
best fit our client’s requirements.
Our professionals are well versed with military routine and procedures since they are primarily SOF
veterans. We provide specialized personnel, on-the-ground project support, and dedicated corporate
leadership. Weatherford Group begins each deployment with an initial thorough site assessment and
country research, and provides essential support and personnel to guarantee our personnel focus on their
mission. Our primary mission is to provide superior services allowing our clients to accomplish their
objectives.

Our corporate experience encompasses broad ranges and levels of operational and business experience in
varying environments. In order to gain a thorough understanding of our client’s needs, we conduct an in
depth assessment of specific client requirements. A comprehensive tailored program is designed to best
accommodate cultural, environmental, geographical, and personnel requirements unique to each location
and client need. After clearly identifying the scope of service and training needs, a streamlined staff and
management team is assembled and prepared for deployment. Quality control measures are implemented
throughout the entire process. We capitalize on the economic value preventive measures, instruction, and
rapid recovery has on behalf of our clients. We focus on the minute details to ensure we exceed client
expectations. We also respect the client’s need for privacy and competent services.
Weatherford Group senior personnel have more than 55 years’ experience in providing Personal
Security. Weatherford Group’s accomplishments include providing Personal Security for the U.S.
Special Operations Command (USSOCOM) Commander while in the Middle East. Weatherford
Group also has substantial experience providing Static and Facility Security, including
providing Access Control for Ft. Campbell, KY where we were responsible for hiring and training
more than 350 individuals. Significant accomplishments included implementing Access Control for
Ft. Campbell, KY in under 60 days, ahead of schedule, allowing the Reserve Soldiers to go home for
Christmas. Our security responsibilities have included day-to-day operations controlling access control
and force protection measures at major Army installations, airfields, Heliports, and ammunition supply
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points. Additionally, we have had responsibility for day-to-day operations of Mobile Vehicle and
Cargo Inspection Systems (MVACIS), Gamma X-Ray machines for commercial vehicles and cargo
entering military installations. The Weatherford Group President received a Commander’s Certificate
from the 101stAirborne Division Commanding General for his efforts. Finally, Weatherford Group
was responsible for assessing US Embassy security and assisting in the development of Emergency
Action Plans at multiple U.S. Embassies throughout the Middle East and Africa, which included
National Level Agency coordination and information sharing.
Weatherford Group has deep-rooted connections to the Special Forces community from which we
draw only the best personnel for assignments. We ensure a full understanding of customer/client
requirements before beginning the vetting process for assigning personnel to security teams. We then
exert considerable effort on matching an individual security expert's qualifications, training, and
experience to specific customer/client needs. Such diligence virtually eliminates turnover and yields
stable, reliable security support on a consistent basis.
The following comprehensive list of services provides ample evidence we have the experience and
resources available to meet a wide spectrum of requirements:

Service Solutions
Acquisition Support. We assist in providing procurement support with individuals who posses highly
specialized procurement skills and knowledge involving complex agreements. We provide system
acquisition and development and project support for all phases of the acquisition cycle, including program
monitoring, documentation generation, review and analysis, technical management support, and
requirements documentations services.
Aviation Support Services: We provide aviation support services at all
levels. Our team has a military Special Operations Aviation background
and is FAA certified and trained in providing the highest level of support
available to meet your needs, regardless of how large or small they may
be. We can provide both fixed wing and rotor wing services, including
maintenance, flight training, medical evacuation and direct support
operations. Our experienced and dedicated aviation department can also
provide personnel and equipment ferry services into hostile areas, and
hard to reach and high altitude areas, with Short Take-Off and Landing (STOL) capable aircraft.
Foreign Disclosure Support: Our personnel provided Foreign Disclosure Support for U.S. and Coalition
Forces during Operation Enduring Freedom November 2001 through November 2002, and to the United
States Special Operations Command (USSOCOM) and the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD)
since 2001.
Intelligence Support: We provide intelligence analysis and Special Operations support in any
environment with employees deployed worldwide in support of national security, including the Global
War on Terror in Iraq and Afghanistan. Our Analysts prepare all-source intelligence products to support
the combat commander, support to the Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance (ISR)
Synchronization process, receive and process incoming reports and messages, assist in determining the
significance and reliability of incoming information, establish and maintain systematic, cross-reference
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intelligence records and files, integrate incoming information with current intelligence holdings and
prepare and maintain graphics, and conduct IPB using information from all sources.
Mobile Training Teams: Our personnel are experienced in proving
highly effective training to US and foreign military organizations in
combating transnational terrorism, Counter-Terrorism operations, and
Maritime operations (surface and subsurface), in support of
Department of Defense security initiatives, and other US Government
agencies, and can be rapidly deployable worldwide. Subject areas
include: weapons training, anti-terrorism/force protection, small boat
operations and tactics, maritime combat operations, maintenance and
construction, and officer and non-commissioned officer professional
development and leadership. We are also capable of providing non-standard training, such as running
ranges, foreign weapons familiarization, and field training refreshers to support Component Commanders.
Operational Support: Our operations support personnel possess
knowledge spanning all aspects of Special Operations support. Our
support includes daily business operations, information operations,
psychological operations, joint operation center support, joint mission
analysis, advanced technology programs, readiness support, intelligence,
special projects and operations and training.
Pre-Deployment Training: We provide realistic, operational based
pre-deployment training for all forces deploying into any environment. We give deploying forces the tools
required to deploy, conduct successful operations, and return home safely. Additionally, we can provide
follow-on training at forward deployed areas as the operational picture evolves and requirements change.
Logistical Support Services: Weatherford Group provides logistics
operations support, including receiving, screening, storage, inventory
management, cataloguing, processing, data entry, and, distribution
and disposal services of Agency assets. We can provide Reception,
Staging and Onward Movement (RSO) and receive, store, issue and
provide accountability of supplies and equipment and to provide
services both CONUS and OCONUS.
Protective Services: Our personnel have provided protection to the
full spectrum of individuals from corporate executives to the President and US and foreign dignitaries in
all environments around the world. We tailor our services to meet our clients’ specific needs and
requirements.
Vulnerability Assessments: Our personnel have experience providing Vulnerability Assessments for the
US Department of State and Department of Defense buildings and compounds located in high threat
areas. Our Vulnerability Assessment methodology identifies and assesses potential security threats, risks,
and vulnerabilities and guides in making security improvements. We can also provide evacuation and
rescue planning. In addition, we provide “Red Teams” to test clients’ existing procedures, systems and
security.
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Force Protection Operations Services: Weatherford Group personnel have performed Force Protection
(FP) threat assessments, advising and coordinating anti-terrorism (AT) and force protection (AT/FP)
policies and programs; assisted in operational and theater-level FP technology system planning and
coordination; assisted with theater-level FP training initiatives and requirements, accomplished operational
and strategic-level support functions to U.S. forces conducting the full-spectrum counter-insurgency
mission. We have provided support in the development of technical and analytical tools; policy
development support, management, and administration; and improvement of operation of systems
supporting the mission. We have provided direction and guidance for the implementation of all Force
Protection standards, policies and technology programs in order to protect Department of Defense (DoD)
personnel, facilities, and contractors that are assigned, attached, in transit, or otherwise physically located
within the Overseas Theater of Operations such as Afghanistan.

Flexible and Prepared

In summary, Weatherford Group, Inc. provides specialized personnel, services and training, in-country
project support, and dedicated corporate leadership. Our team members are professional veterans, our
deployments seamless, and company reach-back support unwavering. The support and experience our
clients receive enables them to conduct business with ease of mind.

Contact Information

Our innovative ideas, complementing components and experience thrive regardless of the project situation
and environment. Our ownership is composed of former Special Forces operators with decades of
experience. We look forward to serving your needs. For more information on our services, please contact
us at:

Weatherford Group, Inc.
108 Yorktown Road
Clarksville, Tennessee 37042-4020
931-624-0961
info@wxfordgroup.com
www.wxfordgroup.com
Thank you for considering our company. We look forward to providing you the highest level of quality
services available anywhere in the world today!
Respectfully,
James L. Weatherford, President
jim.weatherford@wxfordgroup.com
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